Abstract. We prove a quenched limiting law for random measures on subshifts at periodic points. We consider a family of measures {µ ω } ω∈Ω , where the 'driving space' Ω is equipped with a probability measure which is invariant under a transformation θ. We assume that the fibred measures µ ω satisfy a generalised invariance property and are ψ-mixing. We then show that for almost every ω the return times to cylinders A n at periodic points are in the limit compound Poisson distributed for a parameter ϑ which is given by the escape rate at the periodic point.
Introduction
For sufficiently mixing deterministic dynamical systems the return times to shrinking sets (e.g. dynamical cylinders) around a typical point in the phase space are in the limit exponentially distributed almost surely, as shown in [A] and [AS] . Moreover, for φ-mixing measures it follows from [AV] that for all non-periodic points one obtains in the limit the exponential distribution for entry and return times, but that at periodic points the limiting return times distribution have a point mass at the origin. A similar distinction can be drawn for higher order returns where we know that for ψ-mixing systems return times at periodic points are in the limit compound Poisson distributed [HV2] . Assuming the φ-mixing property we can again conclude that higher order return times are in the limit Poisson distributed ( [HP, Corollary 1] ).
For random, stochastic dynamical systems, following work in [RSV] for typical points, it was shown in [RT] that the entry times distributions at periodic points show similar behaviour as in the deterministic setting if one considers a quenched limit (the annealed result then follows easily). In this case the limiting distribution has a point mass at the origin and is otherwise exponential. The relative weight of the point mass is determined by the marginal measure and applies to almost all realisations of the random dynamics. It is assumed that the marginal measures are ψ-mixing. In the present paper we consider the same setting and prove that higher order return times at periodic points are compound Poisson distributed. Again the parameter for the compound Poissonian is entirely determined by the marginal measure and applies to almost all realisations.
The perspective taken here and in the works discussed above is to see the system via dynamically defined cylinder sets, which makes it essentially a 'symbolic approach'. We note that outside this context (for example for an interval map, considering hits to balls rather than cylinders), much less is known in the random setting. However, in [AFV] , a Poisson distribution was shown for first hitting times to balls in the setting of certain random dynamical systems. We note that this was for systems which were all close to a certain well-behaved system, so the randomness could be interpreted as (additive) noise. Moreover, this was an annealed law rather than a quenched one.
Date: December 6, 2016. 1 1.1. Setting and conditions. For a measure space Ω, let θ : Ω → Ω be an invertible transformation preserving an ergodic probability measure P. Set Σ = N N 0 and let σ : Σ → Σ denote the shift. Let A = {A(ω) = (a ij (ω)) : ω ∈ Ω} be a random transition matrix, i.e., for any ω ∈ Ω, A(ω) is a N × N-matrix with entries in {0, 1} such that ω → a ij (ω) is measurable for any i ∈ N and j ∈ N. For any ω ∈ Ω we write
for the fibre over the point ω in the 'driving space' Ω. Moreover
denotes the full space on which the random system is described through a skew action. Indeed, the random dynamical system coded by the skew-product S : E → E given by S(ω, x) = (θω, σx). While we allow infinite alphabets here, we nevertheless call S a random subshift of finite type (SFT). Assume that ν is an S-invariant probability measure with marginal P on Ω. Then we let (µ ω ) ω denote its decomposition on Σ ω (see [Ar, Section 1.4] ), that is, dν(ω, x) = dµ ω (x)dP(ω). The measures µ ω are called the sample measures. Observe that µ ω (A) = 0 if A ∩ Σ ω = ∅. We denote by µ = µ ω dP the marginal of ν on Σ. We note that we may replace the assumption of invertibility of θ by assuming the existence of sample and marginal measures as above. We also identify our alphabet A with the partition given by 1-cylinders U(a) = {x ∈ Σ : x 0 = a}. The elements of the kth join
* for the forward sigma-algebra generated by j≥1 A j . The length |A| of a cylinder set A is determined by |A| = k where k is so that A ∈ A k . Note that A is generating, i.e. that the atoms of A ∞ are single points. If we denote by χ A the characteristic function of a (measurable) set A ⊂ Σ then we can define the counting function
z ∈ Σ, where N is the observation time given by the invariant annealed measure µ. To wit N = [t/µ(A)] for t > 0 a parameter. The value of ζ A counts the number of times a given point returns to A within the time N. Let us make the following assumptions:
(i) The measures µ ω are ψ-mixing: There exists a decreasing function ψ :
for all A ∈ σ(A n ) and B ∈ A * . (ii) The marginal measure µ satisfies the α-mixing property:
n , all ω and all large n.
Our main result, Theorem 7, is that under these conditions, the return times at periodic points x are compound Poissonian provided the limit ϑ(x) = lim n→∞
exists, where m is the minimal period of x and A n (x) ∈ A n denotes the n-cylinder that contains x. To be more precise, if we denote by ζ x n the counting function
with the observation time N n = t µ(An(x)) (t > 0 is a parameter), then we will show that µ ω (ζ x n = r) , r = 0, 1, 2, . . . , converges to the Polya-Aeppli distribution as n → ∞ for P-almost every ω.
The first such result was by Hirata [Hi] for the first entry time for Axiom A systems. For random systems satisfying assumptions (i)-(iv) a similar result was then shown by Rousseau and Todd [RT] for the first entry time distribution in the quenched case. Note that, as mentioned above, for systems perturbed by additive noise, which are a particular case of our systems here, an annealed version of this result is proved in [AFV] . The additivity 'washes out' any periodic behaviour.
As in [RT] , if we wish to consider shifts on countable alphabets, it is no longer reasonable to assume condition (iii), but if we drop this and strengthen condition (ii) to the assumption of the ψ-mixing property for µ, then our results still follow. We close this section by noting that the conditions on our systems here are the same as those in [RT] , so the main result here also applies to all the applications given there.
1.2. Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we describe the compound Poisson distribution and state an auxiliary limiting result on which the proof of the main result is based. The main part of the proof of the main result consists of estimating the contributions made by short returns which are outside the periodicity of the periodic point and for which the mixing property cannot be well applied. This is done in Section 3. The compound part is determined by the periodic behaviour near the periodic point where it generates geometrically distributed immediate returns. For the long returns the mixing property comes into play and results in exponentially distributed returns between clusters of short returns whose numbers are in the limit geometrically distributed. We state our main result in Section 4 and provide examples in Section 5.
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Factorial moments and a limiting result
This section is used to recall a result on the approximation of the compound Poisson distribution with a geometric distribution, i.e. the Polya-Aeppli distribution. More general compound Poisson distributions were considered in [F] and more recently (e.g. [CR, BCL] ) there have been efforts to approach compound Poisson distributions using the Chen-Stein method. Although the treatment in [CR] applies to more general setting, the result is far from applicable to our situation. Proposition 1 is the compound analogue of other theorems for the plain Poisson distribution as for instance in [Se, HV1] .
2.1. Compound Poisson distribution. For a parameter p ∈ [0, 1) define the polynomials
. . , where P 0 = 1 (r = 0). The distribution e −t P r (t, p), r = 0, 1, 2, . . . is the Pólya-Aeppli distribution [JKW] which has the generating function
It has mean t 1−p and variance t 1+p (1−p) 2 . For p = 0: e −t P r (t, 0) = e −t t r r! and one recovers the Poisson distribution whose generating function g 0 (z) = e t(z−1) is analytic in the entire plane whereas for p > 0 the generating function g p (z) has an essential singularity at
2.2. Return times patterns. Let M and m < M be given integers (typically m < < M) and let N ∈ N be some (large) number. For r = 1, 2, 3, . . . we define the following:
We write G r as the disjoint union j G r,j where G r,j consists of all v ∈ G r for which we can find j indices i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r},
For v ∈ G r,j the values of v i will be identified with returns; returns that occur within less than time M are called immediate returns and if the return time is ≥ M then we call it a long return (i.e. if v i+1 − v i < M then we say v i+1 is an immediate return and if v i+1 − v i ≥ M the we call v i+1 a long return). That means that G r,j consists of all return time patterns v which have r − j immediate returns that are clustered into j blocks of immediate returns and j − 1 long returns between those blocks. The entries v i k , k = 1, . . . , j, are the beginnings (heads) of the blocks (of immediate returns). We assume from now on that all short returns are multiples of m. (This reflects the periodic structure around periodic points as in condition (b) of Proposition 1.) (III) G r,j,w (N): For v ∈ G r,j the length of each block is
is the overlap of the kth block and
for the minimal distance between the 'tail' and the 'head' of successive blocks of immediate returns.
Compound Poisson approximations.
We shall use the following result: Proposition 1. Let m be as above and assume that there are sequences {M(n) : n}, {N(n) : n} and 0, 1-valued random variables ρ j,n for j = 1, . . . , N(n) on some
Let µ be a probability measure on Σ which satisfies the following conditions:
Then for every r µ(ζ n = r) → e −t P r (t, p)
The result follows by the moment method (see for example [Bi, Section 30] 
since the second term goes to zero and the first term converges to Q r .
In the following we will apply this proposition to situations that typically arise in dynamical systems. There the stationarity condition (a) of the proposition is implied by the invariance of the measure. The random variables ρ j will be the indicator function of a cylinder set pulled back under the jth iterate of the map. Condition (a) is then implied by the mixing property. The more difficult condition to satisfy is (b) because it involves 'short range' interaction over which one has little control and which requires more delicate estimates (see Lemma 4 below).
ψ-mixing measures and the rare set
In this section we only assume Assumption (i), that is the measures µ ω are ψ-mixing i.e. satisfy
and for all m, n ≥ 0, where ψ(m) → 0 (and ψ is independent of ω).
For instance equilibrium states for Hölder continuous potentials on Axiom A systems (which include subshifts of finite type) or on the Julia set of hyperbolic rational maps are ψ-mixing [DU] .
For r ≥ 1 and (large) τ ∈ N let as above G r (N) be the r- Lemma 2. Let (σ, µ ω ) be ψ-mixing. For r > 1 let n i ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . , r − 1, be given numbers and n = (n 1 , . . . , n r−1 ). for all A ∈ A n , and P-a.e. ω.
3.1. Estimate of the rare set. Next we will estimate the size of the rare set. As before we put
where the values v i 1 , . . . , v i j are the beginnings of the j blocks of immediate returns (notation as in section 2.2 (II)). Then we put R r = j R r,j .
Lemma 4. Let the class of measures µ ω be ψ-mixing. Let {A n ∈ A n : n} be a sequence of cylinders and {M n < n : n} a sequence of integers so that for all large n, A n ∩σ −ℓ A n = ∅ for ℓ < M = M n implies that ℓ is a multiple of some given integer m.
Then there exists a constant K 1 so that
for δ = δ n > n and R r as above, where
Proof. Put R s r,j for those v ∈ R r,j for which v i+1 − v i ≥ δ for s − 1 indices i 1 , . . . , i s−1 and i s = r (s ≤ j − 1) indicate the tails of the blocks which are followed by a large gap. Similarly we put R s r,j,u for the set R 
k} where the j − s many indices in {i ′ k : k} \ {i k : k} mark the gaps which are ≥ M and smaller than δ. Moreover, the remaining r − j return times are immediate short returns of lengths ∈ [m, M). Let us put
where u k is the overlap for the kth block. The ψ-mixing property yields the following estimate
where α 2 = 1 + ψ(0) and where we used that (see the Remark 3)
where γ = 1 + ψ(δ − n), and the components of n = (n 1 , . . . , n r ) as in Lemma 2 are given by n i k = n for k = 1, . . . , s (for the long returns between clusters, i.e., > δ) and For every fixed set of j returns larger than M and for a fixed value of overlaps u there are u−1 r−j−1 many ways to distribute the u overlaps into the remaining r − j many returns which are shorter than M.
For each fixed set of long (≥ δ) return times v i 1 , . . . , v is and given value of overlaps u there are consequently
u − 1 r − j − 1 many possibilities. We thus obtain:
(B) If s = 1 then all returns between blocks are less than δ for all k. In the same way as above we obtain
Summing over s and using the estimates from (A) and (B) yields
The lemma now follows since 
Distribution near periodic points for ψ-mixing measures
We will also need the almost sure convergence of ζ
) which is proved in [RSV, Lemma 9] . The following lemma requires the Assumption (iii).
Lemma 5. If there is q >
. We will assume that the limit
t converges to ϑ u t as n → ∞. By the same argument as in Lemma 5 we conclude the following result of which Lemma 5 is the special case u = 0.
exists, then
as n → ∞ for P-almost every ω.
Although for a periodic point x with (minimal) period m the limit lim ℓ→∞ 1 ℓ |log µ(A ℓm (x))| always exists (see Lemma 7 of [HV2] ), we cannot necessarily conclude that the limit ϑ = lim n→∞
exists.
For t > 0 and integers n we put ζ t n for the counting function Nn j=0 χ An(x)) • σ j with the observation time N n = [t/µ(A n (x))] (where x is periodic with minimal period m). For equilibrium states for Hölder continuous potentials f (with zero pressure) on Axiom A systems, Hirata [Hi] has shown that ϑ(x) = exp m j=1 f (σ j x) for periodic points x with minimal period m, see Example 5.3.
In order to satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 1 we put γ = α, γ 1 = αδ n η M and γ 2 = αη m Theorem 7. Suppose that we have a random SFT driven by an invertible ergodic measure preserving system (Ω, θ, P) with marginal measure µ and satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) , where the function φ is such that there is q > 2 log η 1 log η 0 with ψ(k)k q → 0 as k → ∞. Let x ∈ Σ a periodic point with minimal period m and assume the limit defining ϑ exists and let Θ = 1 − ϑ.
Then
as n → ∞ for P-a.e. ω.
Proof. We use Proposition 1 and have to verify conditions (a) and (b).
Let v ∈ G r,j \ R r,j and let v i 1 , v i 2 , . . . , v i j be the heads of the blocks of short returns, that is i 1 = 1 and
where u k is the overlap of the kth block beginning with v i k . Notice that for the kth cluster one has
and summing over the total overlaps (see (III)) yields for the principal term
As there are r−1 j−1 many ways to choose the indices i 1 , . . . , i j , we can now write for the last sum on the RHS:
where the error splits into two parts: E r,j,u = E ′ r,j,u + E ′′ r,j,u . We now estimate the two last error terms separately, where (a) E ′ r,j,u accounts for the over counts of short returns on the RHS and (b) E ′′ r,j,u accounts for the contribution made by v ∈ R r,j,u which are included on the RHS but are excluded on the LHS.
The summation over u 1 , . . . , u j is such that the total overlap u has been divided into r − j non-empty sections for the short returns and then are clustered into the j clusters where some of the u k might be zero which happens when there is no short return in the associated cluster (i.e. i k+1 = i k + 1).
(a): The error term E ′ r,j,u accounts for the over counting of those return combinations that do not occur since not all u k are included in our sums. For v ∈ G r the short overlaps cannot be larger than n which limits the vales and multiplicities for the overlaps u k . On the RHS however we impose no such restriction and thus have to correct for it with the error term E ′ r,j,u . Since every overlap u k has to be generated by at least one of the r − j short returns each of which in its turn is bounded by M we therefore obtain for E ′ r,j (n) = j E ′ r,j,u the following upper bound
→ ∞) for almost every ω as the sum on the RHS is a tail sum of
(b) The second part is given by E ′′ r,j,u = v∈R r,j,u j k=1 µ θ w i ω (A n+mu k ). For n large enough we obtain as at the end of the proof of Lemma 4,
Combining the estimates for these two error terms we conclude that
We thus obtain
and let δ → ∞ with n → ∞. Hence we obtain for almost every ω the innermost sum is µ ω (ζ x n,u k ) → tϑ u k and consequently get that the principal term converges as follows:
The combinatorial factor u−1 r−j−1 expresses the number of ways in which u overlaps are distributed into r − j short returns ≤ M (and which are then clustered into j clusters where some of them might be empty). This implies
and thus verifies condition (a) of Proposition 1.
To verify assumption (b) we obtain
where α = 1 + ψ(0). Hence condition (II) of Proposition 1 is satisfied since j − s ≥ 1.
Examples
Let us note that the recurrence properties at periodic points or otherwise do not require the entropy to be finite (which is necessary in the theorem of Shannon-McMillanBreiman for example). To make this point we will give below an example of infinite entropy 5.1. Two-element Bernoulli shifts. Some classes of examples of random SFTs to which our results apply was given in [RT, Section 6] , including examples in the infinite alphabet case. However, to give the reader some idea of systems to which our methods apply, we first give an elementary example (this is a simple version of [RSV, Example 19] ).
Let Ω = Σ = {0, 1} N 0 and let P be a Gibbs measure on Ω (i.e., P need not be Bernoulli or Markov). In this case the fibre Σ ω is equal to Σ for every ω (in particular the transition matrix A = A(ω) is the full matrix of 1s. Then fixing α, β ∈ (0, 1), for ω = (ω 0 , ω 1 , . . .) ∈ Ω, let
Then we can define a random Bernoulli measure by
where
As shown in [RSV, Example 19] , this system satisfies conditions (i)-(iv), so Theorem 7 holds. Moreover we can give a formula for the parameter ϑ explicitly: if x ∈ Σ is a periodic point of period m, the Bernoulli property of our sample measures and θ-invariance of P allow us to compute that
5.2. i.i.d. infinite alphabet systems. Let us now consider a stochastic system which is a shift space Σ over a countably infinite alphabet with a Bernoulli measure which we below choose to obtain infinite entropy. The 'driving space' Ω will be the infinite product of intervals. Let I be a measurable space with a measure m and let Ω = I N 0 be equipped with the product measure P. Let Σ = N N 0 with the left shift map σ be the full shift over a countable alphabet and p : Ω → (0, 1) N a function that depends only on the zeroth coordinate, i.e. p(ω) = p(ω 0 ), and satisfies ∞ n=1 p n (ω 0 ) = 1 for all ω 0 , where p n are the components of p. Assume that sup ω 0 ,n p n (ω 0 ) < 1. For every ω = (ω 0 , ω 1 , . . .) ∈ Ω we thus obtain a Bernoulli measure µ ω on Σ defined by
Clearly, µ ω satisfies the Assumptions (i) and (iv). The marginal measure µ is Bernoulli with weightsp n = Ω p n (ω 0 ) dP(ω) and consequently ψ-mixing. Assumption (iii) therefore need not be met, so the conclusions of Theorem 7 hold.. To compute ϑ, if x ∈ Σ is a periodic point of minimal period m then, as before,
by θ-invariance of P and since P(ω 0 ω 1 · · · ω m−1 ) = m−1 j=0 P(ω j ). Equivalently, if N s = |{j ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1} : x j = s}| denotes the number of times the symbol s ∈ N occurs during a period of x, then ϑ(x) = sp Ns s .
5.2.1. Two-element Bernoulli revisited. In the special case above when the two element alphabet {0, 1} is used we can equip Ω = {0, 1} N 0 with the Bernoulli measure with weights p, q = 1 − p, p, q > 0. Thenp 0 = αp + βq andp 1 = (1 − α)p + (1 − β)q and consequently
where ℓ is the number of times the symbol 0 occurs on the periodic string x 0 · · · x m−1 .
In the deterministic case when α = β we obtain ϑ = α ℓ (1 −α) m−ℓ which is in accordance with Hirata's result. 5.2.2. Infinite entropy system. Let us now choose I = [ε, 1] with the normalised Lebesgue measure and ε ∈ (0, 1). One can then define a family of probability vectors { p(ω)} ω∈Ω by
if n ≥ 3, and equal to 0 if n = 1, 2, where G(ω 0 ) ∈ R + is a normalising constant for every ω 0 ∈ I. The marginal measure µ is Bernoulli with weightsp n = 1 ε
Its entropy is infinite since
as the second term converges, where we used that
5.3. Equilibrium states for Axiom A systems. It is standard to code Axiom A dynamical systems to understand their ergodic properties, see [Bo] . In this case, a Hölder potential gives rise to a Gibbs state. Here we briefly discuss the random case, going directly to the symbolic setting, and show how our results apply here. We emphasise that in our exposition, we fix the dynamics and put the randomness in the measure.
Let (Ω, θ) be a two-sided shift with an invariant measure P. We assume (Σ, σ) is a topologically mixing subshift of finite type and {f ω } ω∈Ω a family of Hölder continuous functions on Σ whose Hölder norms are uniformly bounded. For someκ ∈ (0, 1), thê κ-Hölder norm of a function f : Σ → R is given by f = |f | ∞ + sup nκ −n var n f , where var n f = sup x i =y i :|i|<n |f (x) − f (y)| is the n-variation of f .
By [K] there exist random equilibrium states µ ω that satisfy the generalised invariance property σµ ω = µ θω . The fibred measures µ ω are Gibbs with respect to f ω . We can assume that the functions f ω have zero pressure. We conclude from the Gibbs property that the fibred measures are ψ-mixing where ψ decays exponentially at some rate κ < 1. Recall that (see e.g. [Bo] ) µ ω = h ω ν ω where h ω are the normalised eigenfunction for the largest eigenvalue of the transfer operator and ν ω are the associated eigenfunctionals which are e −fω -conformal, i.e. if σ is one-to-one on a set A ⊂ Σ then ν ω (σA) = A e −fω dν ω (x). If we replace f by the normalised functioñ f ω = f ω + log h ω − log h ω • σ then µ ω is e −fω -conformal. We now assume that µ ω is e −fω -conformal for every ω. Moreover, if U(α) is the n-cylinder which is determined by the n-word α, then
where L ω is the transfer operator for the normalised function f ω , f n ω = n−1 j=0 f • σ is the n-th ergodic sum of f ω and αx is the concatenation of α and x (subject to the transition rules).
Let µ = µ ω dP(ω) be the marginal measure. We now want to establish that µ is ψ-mixing and for this purpose assume that the family of functions {f ω } ω∈Ω satisfies the following additional regularity assumption with respect to ω: Assume there exists a constant K so that for every n:
Thus, if x is a periodic point with minimal period m, then with α = x 0 · · · x m−1 , µ(A n+m (x)) = µ ω (A n (x))) dP(ω).
In particular the limit ϑ = lim n→∞ µ(A n+m (x)) µ(A n (x)) exists and converges exponentially:
µ(A n+m (x)) µ(An(x)) = ϑ + O(κ n ). We can then choose δ(n) to be proportional to | log µ(A n (x))|, or equivalently a multiple of n, and obtain the following result. exists. Moreover for every parameter value t > 0 and r = 0, 1, . . . one has P(ζ x n = r) → e −t P r (Θt, ϑ)
as n → ∞ (Θ = 1 − ϑ).
